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DemonSpectre
Registered User
Posts: 1
(10/18/01 5:55 pm)
Reply

VB Game Programmers Unite

To VB game programmers everywhere:

To date, I can't think of a single high-quality RPG that has been written completely in
VB and the GDI. Why is this? It's definitely possible, but most engines fizzle out
before ever getting past the beta development stage. So here is what I propose:

Every VB programmer who has written a good, high-quality RPG engine should come
together on a huge RPG development team. We should prove - once and for all - that
VB programmers are just as good at game programming as those from any other
language.

In order for this to work, it'd have to be structured, organized, and carefully designed
and carried out. It wouldn't be something that could be thrown together overnight, and
it would take significant commitment with little monetary reward.

But I think it'd be an unforgettable experience.

Is there hope for such a project? Or, is VB doomed to forever be a language for
programming boring things like databases and the like?

I'm curious to hear your responses to the idea.

-Tanner Helland
tannerhelland@hotmail.com
tannerhelland.tripod.com

VoytekG
Sorcerer
Posts: 500
(10/18/01 9:37 pm)
Reply

Re: VB Game Programmers Unite

I think it's a good idea, but I don't think I have the VB-know-how to do it.  
-Voytek

http://www.liquidsoftware.cjb.net/
Liquid Software: programs, games, and a whole lot more.

skywalker
Neophyte
Posts: 29
(10/18/01 9:37 pm)
Reply

good luck man, but...

I seriously think its a good idea, but then again, so is world peace, and I don't see
that happening any time soon.

It is certainly possible, but not easy. And I really don't think it will be possible,
honestly, to get a large group of people working together. 

But, hey, I might be very wrong, so I still wish you luck... 
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theraje
Apprentice
Posts: 110
(10/19/01 1:46 am)
Reply

If only

It's pretty hard to coordinate a team of programmers when they aren't face-to-face. It
would probably work to have a small team, but a huge group sounds like it would be
too disorganized and would doom such a project. At least, I've never seen such a
scenario succeed, and many fizzled out without making anything worth noting.

It's a good idea, but like so many other good ideas it will most likely not work
because of the way things work.

Of course, we can spread the word that a lot of us would like to see some good VB
RPG's. Maybe that will get some of our game designers off their butts... like me, for
example 

The RAjE! 
"Pioneering self-defeating propaganda."

Machaira
Thaumaturgist
Posts: 2304
(10/19/01 8:57 am)
Reply

Re: VB Game Programmers Unite

I've been working on an RPG on and off for a couple years in my (very limited,
unforunately) spare time. I have a map editor and object editor 95% done. The main
game is about .01% done.  

I'm using DirectX however, since the GDI is too slow. A high-quality RPG (think
Baldur's Gate) would be almost impossible to do using the GDI, unless you want
about 10 fps framerates.

Getting programmers for such a project would not the difficulty I think. Getting good
artists is always the problem. That's where I'm lacking right now. I'm going to try and
rip graphics from another game temporarily. I'd be interested if a total team could be
obtained - artists, sound guys, level designers.

Breakaway Games

theraje  
Apprentice
Posts: 112
(10/19/01 10:00 am)
Reply

Re: VB Game Programmers Unite

Machaira, have you by any chance checked the thread in this forum section titled "I'm
hopless at graphics?" I have drawn some animation and posted a sample on the
thread and some on my site. I was wondering what you thought of them, and if you'd
be interested in my contributions to your project. You can check out that thread or just
go to my site and look in the "Game Developer Resources" section. You can also
check out "My Artwork" for examples of complete artworks. Let me know what you
think.

The RAjE! 
"Pioneering self-defeating propaganda."

Machaira
Thaumaturgist
Posts: 2315
(10/22/01 6:30 am)
Reply

Re: VB Game Programmers Unite

Not bad. I'm looking for something along the lines of Baldur's Gate/Diablo II style
graphics however.

Breakaway Games

theraje  
Conjurer
Posts: 158
(10/22/01 1:38 pm)
Reply

Re: VB Game Programmers Unite

I can do that. I was planning on doing those in other angles like isometric and 3/4
overhead. Don't know when though.

The RAjE! 
"Defending the Earth from gargantuan killer moths."

cybertron2  
Neophyte
Posts: 46
(10/22/01 2:01 pm)
Reply

HMMmmm Personally I don't know what your talking about

I have programmed in Microsoft Visual C++ 6, it's hard, but it's not that big off
deference from Visual Basic 6, just a different syntax and a million more lines of code
to do one thing (Well and it's faster). Visual Basic is not just a database programming
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language, infact, I have never created a database program in VB before in my life.

Your idea seems kinda childish, VB and VC are made by the same company, so why
fight between them?

theraje  
Conjurer
Posts: 159
(10/22/01 3:33 pm)
Reply

Re: HMMmmm Personally I don't know what your talking about

Why fight between VC++ and VB?

Because we geeks like to fight about things.

Some prefer VB because of its rapid development. Most programs can be written in
VB faster than in C++. It's also much simpler and easier to understand for people
new to programming.

Of course, C++ as a language wasn't invented by Microsoft, but rather a bunch of
renegade Bell Labs programmers a few decades ago. It's basically a non-proprietary
version of the language B that was the sole property of Bell.

Microsoft is only the creators of a RAD interface on top of the C/C++ language, so it's
not really that odd to fight against the two. BASIC is the only of the two languages
written my Microsoft.

Besides, this thread isn't really a VB vs. VC issue. It's just about people who prefer
VB who want to make a VB game.

The RAjE! 
"Defending the Earth from gargantuan killer moths."

Edited by: theraje   at: 10/22/01 12:36:06 pm

cybertron2  
Neophyte
Posts: 48
(10/22/01 8:55 pm)
Reply

Heh!

lol someone did his homework :-)

Machaira
Thaumaturgist
Posts: 2330
(10/23/01 7:57 am)
Reply

Re: Heh!

Actually MS didn't write BASIC either.

Breakaway Games

theraje  
Conjurer
Posts: 174
(10/23/01 1:29 pm)
Reply

Re: Heh!

Well then, that's one over on me. But didn't one of Bill Gates' friends write it and
Microsoft bought the rights? If not, who did? I may have confused that with a part
from a book and a scene from "Pirates of Silicon Valley."

The RAjE! 
"I scream, you scream, we all scream for that thing at which we scream."

DiskJunky  
Apprentice
Posts: 136
(10/23/01 3:32 pm)
Reply

Re: Heh!

Bill gates wrote the first version of BASIC himself, not his company microsoft. You are
perhaps thinking of MS-DOS, which was bought from a small company for about
$150,000, whole (rights and all), at the time. Microsoft made one or two small
changes to the DOS and it became MS-DOS.

theraje  
Conjurer
Posts: 183
(10/23/01 3:50 pm)
Reply

Re: Heh!

If that's the case I just didn't word it right. I meant Bill Gates when I said Microsoft,
after all, he is the founder, and at that time Bill Gates was Microsoft. So I don't split
hairs. Oh well.

I knew he bought DOS and wrote BASIC, it's just that Machaira's post made me think
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maybe Bill didn't write it, even though I could've sworn that he had.

The RAjE! 
"Does Jesus have a sense of humor? God, I hope so."

wutalife27
Neophyte
Posts: 11
(10/23/01 5:02 pm)
Reply

Getting back to the point...

I think the whole RPG idea is great. I would be glad to help but I have limited VB
knowledge and no artistic talent so you can pretty much count me out on that. But I
would be glad to help with coming up ideas for the story line, battle systems, etc...
There is a lot more to an RPG than graphics and good code. For example, FF8 had
graphics superior to FF7 and had a lot more stuff to do in it. But many gamers still
think that FF7 is a lot better. Why? because it has a better story line, and a better
battle system along with other stuff. Email me at Wutalife27@home.com if I can help
you.

On another note...
They always taught us in school that Microsoft made MS-DOS. Just goes to show you
what they teach us in Public Schools.

Brykovian
Magician
Posts: 252
(10/23/01 5:04 pm)
Reply

Re: Heh!

I've always heard that the original BASIC was written by a pair of professors at some
university in order to have an easier high-level language to teach with ... but that was
almost 20 years ago that I heard that, so I could be wrong ...

-Bryk

theraje  
Conjurer
Posts: 188
(10/23/01 5:54 pm)
Reply

Re: Getting back to the point...

wutalife - Microsoft did make MS-DOS. Bill Gates bought DOS from some guy who
programmed it (and at a miniscule fraction of what Bill made off of it). Some changes
were made, updates, etc. and became MS-DOS. In fact, the MS stands for Microsoft,
which pretty much rules out anyone else making it. Microsoft was also the company
to introduce it (DOS) to the market.

Basically like Microsoft VC++. Microsoft didn't write C++, but they did write Microsoft
VC++.

The RAjE! 
"We don't set our standards too high so we don't hurt ourselves when we fall short of
them."

Edited by: theraje   at: 10/23/01 2:56:15 pm

DarkainDragoon
Apprentice
Posts: 63
(10/23/01 7:26 pm)
Reply 

Re: Getting back to the point...

ok, enuf chit chat. what does everyone want to do eaxctly in terms of a giant online
group project ??? an old skewl RPG like the Final Fantasy's for the SNES, or
somethin a little more newer and 3D, such as the Final Fantasy's for PSX/PS2? the
only reason why i reference this specific series of games, is pretty much that Final
Fantasy has become and always will be the standard for computer/console RPGz.

There are already several projects in the works right now. You all think we should
build off of one of these, or just start from scratch? The two current VB projects i
know of are www.vbrpg.net/ and www.darkain.com/ and the only problem is that is
seems that within the past month or so they started to slow down their progress. One
is done in DX7 while the other is DX8 and both are great projects to work with.

theraje  
Conjurer
Posts: 194

Re: Getting back to the point...
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Posts: 194
(10/23/01 8:16 pm)
Reply

Personally, I'm more into the old school games. I remembered when I was young I
would play Dragon Warrior as much as I inhaled oxygen. The newer ones just can't
hold my interest that long. FF7 is about the only exception I can think of. Most of the
rest don't hold my interest long enough for me to even finish them.

I'd like to see something that also didn't take up so many resources that it has to be
the only thing running. Some other nice features would be the ability to set up your
own local server, so you'd never have to worry about a server going down like in
most MUDs - when the server dies, the game is no longer playable. You could also
play it LAN-party style.

What would really be great is to design something that didn't use a ton of bandwidth. I
live in an area that doesn't yet offer high-bandwidth Internet service, and the phone
lines are so crappy the highest connection rate I get is usually 26K. It's like I live in a
third-world country!

Of course, that's just me.

Oh yeah, I always prefer starting from scratch. I'm like a neanderthal, always
reinventing the wheel 

The RAjE! 
"We don't set our standards too high so we don't hurt ourselves when we fall short of
them."

Edited by: theraje   at: 10/23/01 5:22:18 pm

DarkainDragoon
Apprentice
Posts: 65
(10/23/01 9:45 pm)
Reply 

Re: Getting back to the point...

i could be wrong... but i think i know exactly why most of these projects keep failing to
survive... EVERYONE WANTS ONLINE GAMES!! it seems that everyone jsut wants
to jump right in and make the next online multi-player game for everyone to play. and
they they get overwhelmed by the amount of work it really is, and quit. why not start
smaller? jsut make a simple 1-player PC game ot start out with, and once that is
done, THEN add the multi-player support.

theraje  
Conjurer
Posts: 197
(10/23/01 10:26 pm)
Reply

Re: Getting back to the point...

Think I have to agree, Vince. I know if I hadn't started out just creating a game that
was only a battle system, then another that was only a map navigator, and another
where you carried on dialog with an NPC... I would wig out working on a big multi-
player RPG too.

The RAjE! 
"We don't set our standards too high so we don't hurt ourselves when we fall short of
them."

wutalife27
Neophyte
Posts: 13
(10/24/01 5:33 am)
Reply

Good Idea

I agree, I would be a lot more interested in creating a 1-player RPG then a
multiplayer. Some of you may say it is taking the easy way out, but if we don't make it
multiplayer we could concentrate more on the game itself.

Machaira
Thaumaturgist
Posts: 2347
(10/24/01 7:36 am)
Reply

Re: Good Idea

A single-player RPG is still going to be TONS of work, so I wouldn't say it's taking the
easy way out. You don't realize how much until you're actually in doing it.

I may have missed it, but is there anyone who is going to be doing graphics?

Breakaway Games
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DarkainDragoon
Apprentice
Posts: 67
(10/24/01 11:22 am)
Reply 

Re: Good Idea

now we face problem number 2.... we are all great coders... BUT NOBODY HERE
KNOWS ANYTHING ABOUT GRAPHICS!!! lol. i think its time we start out-sourcing
being just furom so that way we can get a more wider range of people interested in
this project. getting people to do graphics was one of the main reasons why i havnt
worked on my RPG project at all this past month.

theraje  
Conjurer
Posts: 203
(10/24/01 12:26 pm)
Reply

Re: Good Idea

I wouldn't say nobody around here knows anything about graphics. I'm no
professional, but I've done some artwork and character animation, and have gotten
good words from people about them. Most people who've seen my work love it, even
though it's not quite up to par with, say, Cowboy Bebop or something. Look at my
site, for "My Artwork" for some character sketches I've done and "Game Developer
Resources" for a animated character pack I've recently started working on.

Be sure and let me know something, because if you really need an artist, I'll help out
if you think I'm up-to-par.

The RAjE! 
"One man. One Web site. One veritable cornucopia of mental disorders."

DarkainDragoon
Apprentice
Posts: 69
(10/24/01 1:13 pm)
Reply

VB Game Programmers Unite

ok, this is a good start? anyone else out there got the knowledge of how to draw
game graphics?

wutalife27
Neophyte
Posts: 14
(10/24/01 4:16 pm)
Reply

Re: VB Game Programmers Unite

I have a friend who does pictures for my RPG. I don't know how to post the pictures
but compared to theraje, they are inferior. One of the problems with having multiple
artists is you can easily tell the difference between their work. We could try having
different artists for different parts of the games. My RPG is almost entirely theory right
now, but its good theory. I think I have a pretty good battle system and good story
line if anyone is interested in using it.

Machaira
Thaumaturgist
Posts: 2360
(10/24/01 4:35 pm)
Reply

Re: VB Game Programmers Unite

What I'm planning on doing is ripping grapics from another game (probably Baldur's
Gate since that's what I have) to use just to get my RPG up and running. I can then
shop it around to see if someone is interested in doing real graphics for it.

I would say theraje's graphics are fine to get something up and running.

Breakaway Games

wutalife27
Neophyte
Posts: 15
(10/24/01 5:54 pm)
Reply

Down to Business

Before we start getting into too much detail, lets get take a step back. Who is
interested in actually creating this RPG?

DemonSpectre
Neophyte
Posts: 2
(10/24/01 6:08 pm)
Reply

Re: Finally back to the point...

If only I had a dollar for every time people fought over the origins of BASIC...

Anyhoo, I think that online games are extremely overrated. There's a reason console
games outsell computer games by a larger and larger margin every year. People
don't want the hassle of the internet when they can get 3 or 4 friends together and
play a console game in their living room.
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So I have a totally unorthodox idea...

In the tradition of console systems, I think this project (if it ever happens) should allow
multiple players on one machine. How great would that be? It would be easy to
program - you'd simply allow the user to pick mouse, joystick, or keyboard, and you
could have any number of users on any number of peripheral devices. In FF5 and
FF6 (and recently in FF9) you can configure it so that two players can play
simultaneously where each controls specific characters. It's a great feature that most
people don't even know about.

That's what I think, at least.

To do an RPG in VB you'd have to do it in the classic top-down style. Even with
Direct3D you could never get it to run fast enough in full 3D. Plus, top-down graphics
are significantly easier to come by.

And, you can build a top-down RPG using only the GDI. I have a basic RPG engine
that runs at over 20fps on my Cyrix 200 (clocked about 150mhz). It handles collision
detection and the like, and you don't get into trouble until you drop down below 10-12
fps anyway. So it could be done, but it would require some advanced programming.

theraje  
Conjurer
Posts: 224
(10/24/01 6:50 pm)
Reply

Re: Finally back to the point...

First, thank you, all those who complimented my art. My inferiority complex fears you 
 

Second, I think DemonSpectre brought up a VERY good point about online multi-
player games vs. multiplayer console games. I've made a few games on my own that
allowed multiple players to use the same keyboard (my game Bounding Ball is a
prime example), but the thing is that you have to consider a few things, such as
a)The space needed (I mean, more than two people couldn't possibly play
simultaneously, without things getting pretty uncofortable?), b)The number of keys
that players need (also ties into point A), and c)The number of input devices (unless
you have USB joysticks and a hub, you can only have 1 controller). Can anybody
shed some light on how well this might work (Machaira)?

I like picking on Machaira, don't I?  
I only do so because he knows what he's talking about.

I also agree that top-down is the best way to do it, simply because that's the most
effective way of doing it. Even if the game were in 3D, I'd prefer an overhead angle
over the often-clumsy, often-annoying rear-view chasecam.

Oh, and to wutalife's statement, I agree that having multiple artists would produce art
that was noticably different in style. I guess one way around it is to have one or two
people with similar styles do characters, and have some other people do background
tiles and inanimate objects, unless of course we get one all-arounder.

The RAjE! 
"Aiming to make foaming at the mouth cool again."

Edited by: theraje   at: 10/24/01 4:02:42 pm

wutalife27
Neophyte
Posts: 16
(10/24/01 7:47 pm)
Reply

Re: Finally back to the point...

I'm not so sure about the whole multiplayer idea. I always thought of an RPG as a
game that you sit down by yourself for hours and played. Are you really going to have
another person sit down with you for six hours and play an RPG? Probably not. That
also means you would ONLY play with your friend or he would miss out on the story
line or other stuff. Not to mention all the things everyone else pointed out.

spidertiger
Neophyte
Posts: 31

Re: Getting back to the point...
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Posts: 31
(10/24/01 11:24 pm)
Reply

I'm sorta off track here, but whoever said that they would like to help with battle style,
storyline, etc... I'd be right up that alley to help you guys/girls out. I've got about a
billion and one ideas so parting with one or two isn't hurting my future as a
videogame programmer one bit. As for code, I'd like to learn, but it'll be a while. I've
been learning c++ for school, and my vb is rusty to say the least. But anywho, I'm
willing to help if you want it!

Spidertiger
spidertiger@hotmail.com

Machaira
Thaumaturgist
Posts: 2364
(10/25/01 7:21 am)
Reply

Re: Getting back to the point...

Had a post all typed up and lost it  Let's try again.

Online games appear to be the future. Companies are getting slammed for releasing
games without an online component. This isn't as big in RPGs but more companies
are going that route. Neverwinter Nights is an upcoming game that will raise that bar
for RPGs (can't wait - must...have...copy...NOW!  ).

A multiplayer-on-one-PC game would be possible but more thank likely awkward. I
personally would prefer a single player or online based RPG myself. DirectInput could
handle as many devices as you want to use (just read a review of a peripheral that
could replace the keyboard for FPSs - Nostromo n50 SpeedPad - and might be used
for RPGs or other genres as well. This is one possibility) but it still might be less than
optimal to have multiple people trying to fight, check inventory/spells, cast spells, chat,
etc on one PC.

As far as graphics I prefer 2D isometric or 3D over the topdown look, but the
topdown would be easier to code and produce graphics for. It's probably the better
way to go for less experienced people.

There's also a lot to consider for an RPG besides the graphics. Just a couple:

Turn-based or real-time combat
The combat engine itself
Magic system
AI (NPC and monster)/scripts
Pathfinding (ties into map structure)
Level based or skill-based character increase (or both)

The list just seems to keep growing the more you dig into it, as I'm finding out with
my RPG. I'd be more than happy to offer advice/ideas if you guys really start to get
into it. Just don't expect to get something done in a month or two. You're looking at at
least a year for a decent demo. Don't be discouraged though, it can be done.

Breakaway Games

Machaira
Thaumaturgist
Posts: 2365
(10/25/01 7:30 am)
Reply

Re: Getting back to the point...

Just a quick note - anyone who's interested in RPGs might want to take a look at a
quick primer I wrote up:

rookscape.com/vbgaming/vbrpgtut/vbrpgtut.php

Breakaway Games

DarkainDragoon
Apprentice
Posts: 70
(10/25/01 11:45 am)
Reply

VB Game Programmers Unite

first off, IM INTERESTED! 

next, I personally think we should use DirectX 7 instead of GDI. this is much faster,
and has the added abilities to use such things as Direct-Input, Direct-Music, and
Direct-Sound. plus, then we would have the full functionalities of Direct-Draw, which is
almost exactly like the GDI, only more powerful and faster. next, since its DirectX7,
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we wouldnt be requiring everyone to go and rush to download the latest version of
DX. i'm sure by now, that everyone or almost everyone should be runnin at least
DX7. im curently runnin DX8.1 and have no problems running or programming in
DX7, so there is no compatibility issues having a new DX installed than what you are
coding for.

neoblackrose  
Neophyte
Posts: 39
(10/25/01 1:09 pm)
Reply

Re: VB Game Programmers Unite

Ok... I am definately interested in it. However, my abilities are VB programming are
limited to say the least.

I, however, can create music/sound fx in a variety of ways, from the high quality
MP3s/Wavs to keyboad created Midi's. I think midi's would be best for sound effects,
and mp3s for background music and whatnot.

Never the less, this seems to be a really hot topic, eh ^^;
Mayhaps there is hope!

N€ð~ß£Å©K ®ð§€

theraje  
Conjurer
Posts: 238
(10/25/01 2:27 pm)
Reply

Re: VB Game Programmers Unite

So now we have a sound person! We should consider our music formats too. Midi's
are fine and directly supported by DX, but they aren't so hot as far as quality goes.
Wav would be fine for sound effects, but unless you made a looping 10-second song
for the bg music, it'd take a ton of room - not something you want for a game that
people on 56K modems will want to download.

MP3 would be a good alternative for bg music, but I know if you charge for programs
using it you have to pay royalty fees to Computer Associates (I think it's Computer
Associates anyway). I'm not sure if you have to pay royalties for free programs,
although charging royalties for using someone else's property (in this case, the MP3
codec) in free programs is not unheard of. An alternative would be to go to the free
open-source codec, based on MP3 called Ogg Vorbis.

Machaira's right about all the different things we need to do. The hardest thing will be
making a story that actually holds together without horrendous continuity and tons of
plot holes, etc. We should try to get the story straight before we get too far into it, so
that we can determine what scenarios we'll create, what characters to design, etc. etc.
etc. If we can find one really good story writer, that would be perfect.

I'm a writer. I've written a story for a seven-chapter serial RPG, and while I'm keeping
the story confidential for now, but from the few people I've shared it with, the least
enthusiastic comment I got was "damn good sh*t." So not only will I contribute
character designs and programming (If I can manage to brush up on my DX skills),
but story elements as well.

The RAjE! 
"Here's one brain-fart you'll want to light a match for."

Edited by: theraje   at: 10/25/01 11:31:17 am

wutalife27
Neophyte
Posts: 17
(10/25/01 2:29 pm)
Reply

Re: VB Game Programmers Unite

Ok, so that brings the total people officially interested to me, neoblackrose,
darkaindragoon, demonspectre (since i think he's suppose to be heading this project),
and i hope theraje. Anyone else?

To Machaira:
It seems that we are all constructing our little RPG's. Projects that most of us intend
on finishing, but know we never will. Yet in all those hours of work, I'm sure we could
rip out a few pieces that could be of some use. Turn based or real time combat is not
too big an issue. The combat engine is a bigger problem, and I think that should be
one of our initial focuses. I think I have a pretty good magic system and i'm sure that
other people do to. We could simply combine our ideas together and come up with
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something better than anything before. As far as the AI and pathfinding goes, that's
beyond me. I would say the same thing about the ability increases as the magic
system. I'm sure that some people out there have some good ideas. Also,if we have
enough people working on it, the RPG could go by reasonably fast. I'm not saying it
will get done in one or two months, as you have pointed out, but we won't spend our
entire life for one year working on it. Even though I might want to anyway...

theraje  
Conjurer
Posts: 239
(10/25/01 2:36 pm)
Reply

Re: VB Game Programmers Unite

What we need to do is set up a web site!!!

We need to compile a roster of people who are planning on contributing to this cause.
Then we can post that list on the web site and use it as our "base," or were we all get
together to do our little thang. Setting up our own ezboard wouldn't hurt either, since
it's easier for members to communicate with one another. We need to choose an
overseer to maintain the site and everything. I'm also a web page designer (hey, they
don't call me gifted for nothing) so I could do that. So unless anybody has any
objections or someone else to do the web site, I'll offer my services for this task.

I guess I should also mention that as the owner of a web-based retail business, I
have access to ad-free web space we could use. Otherwise, any suggestions on what
free service we should use to host the site? Geocities, perhaps?

The RAjE! 
"Here's one brain-fart you'll want to light a match for."

Edited by: theraje   at: 10/25/01 12:02:13 pm

wutalife27
Neophyte
Posts: 18
(10/25/01 2:38 pm)
Reply

Re: VB Game Programmers Unite

I think I was typing my post when theraje posted his. Anyway, I have been working
on a pretty good story line for my RPG also, although it's more of a background right
now rather than a story line.

Unfortunately, I can't contribute anything like graphics, sound, or code to the RPG
unless it's really simple code. I'm not to advanced. The only thing I can really do is
work on the story line and battle system and behind the scenes kinda stuff

theraje  
Conjurer
Posts: 242
(10/25/01 3:12 pm)
Reply

Re: VB Game Programmers Unite

Here's a tentative list of members (or just a list of people interested and how they
plan to contribute). If there's anyone I left out in any category or anything else, just
post it in a follow-up.

 
Tentative member list

Original Project Concept:
     DemonSpectre

Programming:
     Darkain Dragoon
     Rajun' Dragon (aka theraje or The RAjE!)
     Machaira (we hope!)

Story:
     wutalife27
     Rajun' Dragon

Graphics:
     Rajun' Dragon

Sound FX and Music:
     NeoBlackRose

Web site:
     Rajun' Dragon

The RAjE! 
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"Here's one brain-fart you'll want to light a match for."

neoblackrose  
Neophyte
Posts: 40
(10/25/01 3:19 pm)
Reply

Re: VB Game Programmers Unite

First off, I am sure we all have our stories, wether we are writters, gamers or whatnot
else you may be. I happen to be a writter also, and have several short stories and
poems published. However, I think my main area of expertise would have to be the
music (10 years of piano and violin, 8 of keyboard which is the same as piano but
more buttons to worry about). As for ogg vorbis, i make everything in wave format and
convert it unless specifically doing midi's. So ogg would be just fine provided you can
find me a wave to ogg converter (i think media jukebox might do this?). I am fairly
certain the Radium MP3 codec is royalty free. As for bad sound quality of Midi's, i
happen to disagree. They are great for sound effects. Never the less, continueing
onward.

I think we should try to collect a team together that is as small as possible, but big
enough to cover all the bases without too much overlapping. That is to say, for the
website, have one or two people work on just that. Then coding would be a few more
people.

As for story, I think we should form a commity of sorts. Then have people submit their
ideas. Those on teh commity should not be allowed to submit their own ideas. Then
the commity should vote on the best story. Since i choose not to sumbit a story, i will
offer to be on this commity (should we choose to do so). Anyone else who would like
to contribute to this project, but not contribute story wise, should speak up. Once a
commity is formed, we should set up guidelines for how stories should be submitted,
as to make it easier on the commity (as opposed to stories submitted in every format
imaginable)

I agree we need a webpage (and thus a webmaster). We will also need a director,
one who coordinates all the efforts together. We will need an artist. I may know
someone who can do some art for us, anime style. I do her website for her. But this
is a maybe. I can compile cinema's and whatnot for the game (if we choose to have
any) using just about any codec desired (divX is my favourite). This, however, is a
simple task.

We will also need coders. This will be the largest feild. We will need one or more
coders for each of the folling: Battle Engine, Map builder, game mechanics, graphics
incorperation, and then anything else we decide to add, such as mini games (which
require their own pseudo engine). We will also need things like item and people
genrators. Plus someone who could put it al together and make it work. All in all
anywhere from 7-15 people will be needed. More than that would start to become
unruley. Anyways, I have rambled on for long enough now, any other thoughs
anyone?

(PreS: Excuse spelling, sorry for post length)

N€ð~ß£Å©K ®ð§€

theraje  
Conjurer
Posts: 243
(10/25/01 3:32 pm)
Reply

Re: VB Game Programmers Unite

I agree with NBR about the story committee. One or two people should be
responsible for taking everyone's contributions to the story and arrange everything into
a neat, coherent little package.

The final decision on what sound formats we use should be left up to NBR and any
other sound guys that join our little group in the future.

So should I start on a web site yet? I could put up an up-to-date list, short bios on
members of the team, and other stuff we have going as we have it.

The RAjE! 
"Here's one brain-fart you'll want to light a match for."

wutalife27
Neophyte
Posts: 19

Re: VB Game Programmers Unite
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Posts: 19
(10/25/01 3:34 pm)
Reply

I disagree with the committee idea. I think that maybe we could combine our story
lines together or make up a completely new one. But that's not a major topic right
now. I think we should focus on setting up and getting more people to fill in jobs.
Also, I thought it might be nice to have a direct3d FMV at the end of the game. Is this
possible, or will it be to complicated?

theraje  
Conjurer
Posts: 244
(10/25/01 3:39 pm)
Reply

Re: VB Game Programmers Unite

Looks like we'll have to vote on a story committee.

As for an FMV, it shouldn't be too hard to get someone to do it for us, but we'd
probably end up making a video rather than a D3D sequence. We could do that in
AVI format or something else supported by DX. The D3D thing would work too, but
it'd be a lot more coding. On the flip side, it would probably take up less space than a
movie, unless it was incredibly short (which we don't want, right?).

The RAjE! 
"Featuring a wonderfully manic webmaster!"

Edited by: theraje   at: 10/25/01 12:39:56 pm

neoblackrose  
Neophyte
Posts: 41
(10/25/01 3:54 pm)
Reply

Re: VB Game Programmers Unite

How about we combine teh commity idea and your idea... we should get together a
few teams of writters... 2 or 3... and then have them come up with a story each in a
certain format. Then once all the stories are completed, we can have a commity =
total nukber of teams +1 so as not to get a hang up on which to pick. Never the less,
I think a commity would get people to put in their best work for the game. And i
disagree that story is not important. Before ever even beginning work on a game, a
story should be picked. That allows for people to build the game around teh story
instead of the story around the game, and makes for a better over all feel to the
game.

And as for opening movie, as I said... DivX is Royalty Free and easily obtainable. not
to mention exceptional size for large files (30 megs for 15 minutes, the codec is only
like 500kb... could have it install with the game.)

N€ð~ß£Å©K ®ð§€

theraje  
Conjurer
Posts: 245
(10/25/01 4:15 pm)
Reply

Re: VB Game Programmers Unite

DivX sounds very good. If we can get that to install with the game, that'd be great.
How do you go about converting, say an AVI to a DivX file?

Also, I've started working on a web site. I'll have a skin-and-bones workup going up in
a lil bit, I'll post the link when it's up.

The RAjE! 
"Featuring a wonderfully manic webmaster!"

DarkainDragoon
Apprentice
Posts: 71
(10/25/01 4:37 pm)
Reply

VB Game Programmers Unite

DivX IS an AVI file. it is mearly a Codec for AVI files. Use a program such as
VirtualDub for converting between different AVI formats or to convert a MPEG file into
AVI with DivX codec. I must say though, to actually watch a 320x200 res DivX at
good speed, it usually requires about a 500Mhz proccessor or faster (this is on an
AMD of course, which run DivX faster than Intel). But there are issues with using DivX
because Microsoft HAS released special things with their software that WILL disable
it. this has happened several times on my systems. Instead, why not just go old-
skewl style and use MPEG? These run on average about 10MB per minute and arent
all that bad in quality and dont require much of a proccessor. use something like
TeMpeg to encode them.

for the actual creation of an FMV, i think a nifty 3D modeling program might be nice.
something like 3DS-Max, True Space, LightWave, or any of these nice modelers. i
dunno tho, cause its been a few years since i've used any of them so i dont know
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how they have changed.

theraje  
Conjurer
Posts: 246
(10/25/01 4:54 pm)
Reply

Re: VB Game Programmers Unite

Well I know a DivX can be an AVI. I was just wondering how you go about
compressing it (what kind of program you would use to compress it). Of course, Vince,
if M$ has gone to try blocking it, MPEG probably would be our #1 choice. Your wits
are sharp today  

The site is up. It's not much, just something I stamped out using notepad. The design
isn't much, after all I've only been at it about half an hour. The link:
www.franklinpc.com/vbgame

I have some modellers that will make AVIs, like TrueSpace and Bryce. I don't know if
I'll be able to do much until I do a little warming up (I've spent the last few months
storyboarding and designing graphics and web sites).

Check the site out and e-mail me about anything that needs updating or to cast your
vote on some of the matters presented there.

The RAjE! 
"Featuring a wonderfully manic webmaster!"

Edited by: theraje   at: 10/25/01 1:56:55 pm

theraje  
Conjurer
Posts: 247
(10/25/01 5:01 pm)
Reply

Re: VB Game Programmers Unite

Oh, if any members of the project so far want to contribute a bio of themselves,
please e-mail it to me. I'll proofread it for you and post it up on the site. Just tell us a
little about your background, experience, your specialties, your future aspirations, etc.

BTW, I hope I prove to be a worthy webmaster for the project. I'll do my best...
considering the tools I have (Notepad).

The RAjE! 
"Featuring a wonderfully manic webmaster!"

neoblackrose  
Neophyte
Posts: 42
(10/25/01 5:04 pm)
Reply

Re: VB Game Programmers Unite

As for how to make a DivX AVI file from another type of AVI file or anything else for
that matter, simply goto http://www.downloads.com/ and search for Flask MPeg. This
will convert between all sorts of MPeg and Avi files to other MPeg and AVI files fairly
quickly... very versatile little tool. As for MS disabling DivX, i've never had that
happen. I have a variety of DivC videos on my computer, ranging from yet released in
america anime to home videos. Never the less, divX is extremely small for good
quality, but i didn't know about teh needing high proc speed to use it, as I have had a
900 mghtz proc practically sicne they came out.

As for MPeg.... ug. that is all i have to say.

N€ð~ß£Å©K ®ð§€

wutalife27
Neophyte
Posts: 20
(10/25/01 5:13 pm)
Reply

Re: VB Game Programmers Unite

This is all great, even though I have almost no idea what you are talking about, but
we should really work on getting more peope first. Also, I'm not saying we should do
the story line last, I'm just saying we should get a group and organize ourselves
before we organize the game.

asuka
Neophyte
Posts: 8
(10/25/01 5:31 pm)
Reply

Re: VB Game Programmers Unite

I'ld be glad to give my contibution to this project!
i have knowledge in complex math (wich is usefull in game dev),in 2d-3d engine ,in
DX7 (DD,D3D IM) ,and some in AI(but not "official" methods of AI)
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unfortunately ,i don't have a lot of spare time,because i'm working on a 3d modeler
and a 3d game engine .but if you are experiencing any problems where i could
help,ask me ,it will be my pleasure to help

I may also code for you but ,as i said earlier, i may not be always available

Asuka

DemonSpectre
Neophyte
Posts: 4
(10/25/01 6:10 pm)
Reply

Re: And so, it begins...

THIS POST IS IMPORTANT!! MAJOR ORGANIZATION ISSUES ARE PRESENTED
HERE, SO MAKE SURE YOU READ THIS ONE!!

Freakin' hell! This is a significantly larger response than I could have ever imagined...I
don't even know where to begin.

First things first, I guess.

I'll assume the role of director, since this crazy thing was initally my doing. I am a
long-time programmer and musician, and I know the GDI forwards and back. I agree
that a large project would require DirectX, but since I don't know it then I'm not going
to be any help there. But we need some order here or we're never going to
accomplish anything.

So here is what I, as the Executive Producer, (how cool does that sound? ;p) think
we should do:

Point 1: web site was a good idea, theraje. We need a dedicated message board with
distinct topics (programming, design, music, etc.) more than anything right now. But
for a beginning, what you have is perfect. I'll help you out with design since I have
many ideas (and a potential project logo...e-mail me at tannerhelland@hotmail.com; I
had started on a website as well, but since you have something already we'll go from
there). Any and all ideas for the site are most welcome, too.

Point 2: this might sound rude or something, but not just anybody should be allowed
on this project. It is NOT an open-source project, but it will be a quasi-open
development project. This means that you have to submit some kind of resume or
reason that you should join, keeping any slackers off of the project. This whole thing
will die a slow and painful death if non-dedicated people join and then don't do
anything.

Point 3: Programming. Whoever said something like "we all have our little projects
that will never get finished, so we should join forces" - that's exactly why I started this
thread. Personally, I have written betas of three games but never finished them
completely because I just didn't have the resources. Anyhow, here we need some
dedicated guys in both fields: DirectX (engine) and GDI (for the map editor, etc.,
since we don't need DirectX there). I have won several awards for programming, and
am more then willing to help out wherever it is needed (although keeping this
organized will be my main focus). I will send my beta RPG engine to theraje and we
can use that as a starting point. It has a tile editor, map editor, and GDI engine, and
that should be enough to at least get us started. And, I think everyone that has
started an RPG project should send it to theraje once he gets the site up and going;
that way we'll have a lot of resources to initally draw from.

Point 4: Programming, Part 2. Organizing programming is a nightmare. So, I think we
should do it like this: organize teams dedicated to each section. We need an engine
team, a map editor team, a character editor team, a trigger language team, etc. Each
team will have a leader who does most of the work, but he will delegate out smaller
parts (like certain functions or subs, etc.) to the other team members. Smaller groups
are much more manageable, and this will allow for smooth progress to be made on
each section individually. I will stay in constant communication with each team leader,
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making sure that the groups coordinate efforts (so that features in the tile editor get
implemented in the map editor, etc.) so that there is some unity going on here.

Point 5: Design. I'm sure that everyone here has some incredibly cool idea for a
game. Sadly, we can't use everyone's ideas, but here is the next best thing: let's host
a contest on the website where anyone can submit their design idea. Everyone can
then vote, and the most popular ideas will be integrated into one big, very cool
design. This way everyone will get a chance to take part. Once we have some
potential designs selected, the design team will have the task of coordinating ideas
and coming up with a final version of what we're going to do. This has to be done
kinda fast, because serious programming can't start until the design is settled.

Point 6: Design, Part 2. Storyline is a big question mark in my mind. Like was
mentioned earlier, FF7 had probably the greatest storyline of all time. The complexity
was incredible, the characters were loveable, and everything came together in a
perfect harmony - ahhh, what a masterpiece. So how do we even get close to pulling
off something like that? I honestly don't know. Right now I'm thinking that we set up
the storyline team with people who have experience in that field - so, submit some
kind of resume with examples of your work, awards you have won, etc. Anyone -
including non-programmers etc. - should be able to join this team, so we should
publicize our project everywhere on the net and target not just programmers. This
leads to my next point...

Point 7: Marketing/Publicity. It sounds cheesy, but we will need a team working on
just this. Our site should have tons of links, tons of publicity, and everyone that uses
the net should hear about us sooner or later  The more publicity we get, the
stronger programming, graphics, sound and design we will have. That's what I think,
at least.

Point 8: Graphics. I don't know about you guys, but I think it'd be kind of cool to have
multiple graphics styles in one game. Think about it - each section of the storyline
could be handled by a different artist, making the game so rich and varied that people
would love it even more! Characters are the hardest thing to come up with, and we
will need a team working on just those. Also, there are other fields that you don't
normally think of - FX artists (for spells, etc.), tile artists, background artists (if we use
FF style battles), and the like. We need to start recruiting ASAP so that the
programmers can have something to start with, so if you have connections then let
them hear about us!

Point 9: Graphic Design. Something else to consider is what was mentioned earlier -
what POV do we want to use? Isometric is the better view, but it is harder to
program. Consequently, top-down is easier to program but it doesn't look as good.
The DirectX programmers who will be writing the engine get to make this call, since
they are the ones that will have to implement it all. But there are a lot of things to
consider here, and graphics will depend on what POV we choose so this is an
important first step to consider.

Point 10: Sound. I was planning on doing the music, but the more people we have
the better. MP3 is not a possibility at all - it is wayyy too slow, and speed will be hard
enough to come by since we're using VB. I say we use good ol' AU or WAV, although
midi is the fastest and smallest and easiest to program. But this is far down the road
- I just thought I'd throw it in here.

There are an infinite number of other details, but we can address those individually
once we get a message board up and running. If anyone knows how to do that,
please speak up - that is kind of my top priority right now.

Also, I hope no one is mad that I'm the one running the show. I have a website at
tannerhelland.tripod.com if you want to know more about me, and I promise that I will
do everything I can to make this project fly. If we can pull this off, we'll not only go
down in VB history, but we'll also set a huge programming landmark - the first long-
distance RPG game to be successfully completed in VB. It will be a long, hard job,
but if we're all serious about it then it's definitely possible.
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So let's hear more input! This is great!

My e-mail is tannerhelland@hotmail.com, and I hope to be getting lots of resumes
and ideas from you all!

And one last thing - I say that the few of us here that have gotten this project running
make up the main team. We'll be kinda like the president - everything, whether
programming or sound or design or whatever - has to be cleared by all of us. We get
the power because we're the founders, heh heh heh.

Stay cool, everyone.

-Tanner Helland
Executive Producer

P.S. College keeps me busy all day, which is why I don't usually post more than
once. So even though you don't hear from me very often, I do read every post and try
to keep track of it all.

theraje  
Conjurer
Posts: 248
(10/25/01 7:07 pm)
Reply

Re: And so, it begins...

Good evening, Mr. Executive Producer! (Your ego must be shooting through the
ceiling at this point  )

Got your e-mail, thanks a lot. I guess you replying with contact info etc. is a moot
point, seeing your previous post.

I totally agree not making this open-source. It has killed so many projects. Open-
source is fine for applications, but for games, unless you're just out to tweak things or
change something already part of the game will most likely prove disastrous. Every
open-source RPG I've ever read about still hasn't worked out.

I'm not sure about needing a whole team to work on characters... Have you heard of
Akira Toriyama? One guy in his life has made literally hundred of excellent
characters. He's designed character for shows such as Dragon Ball, DBZ, DBGT, Dr.
Slump, and for video games such as the Dragon Warrior series, the Tobal series, and
Chrono Trigger. I'm not saying I'm Akira Toriyama or anything, I just think we should
keep the character design team small... besides, I doubt that many people will be
able to do it. Have you compared the ratio of "I can't draw" to "I can draw, see?"
people, just in this thread?

But for environment, I agree lots of people who can do it should. Landscapes and
objects should be varied in styles. What would be great is to have a scenario where
the characters move through time... a person who does great medieval art could work
on a scene from the dark ages, etc.

As for isometric/top, I'm torn on this one. I'm currently designing a top-down RPG,
and am currently working on an isometric arena-battle game. We should see how
talented our programmers are before we jump into that bit.

Oh.. and since I'm the first graphic designer, can I be President? Not to toot my own
horn, but when people call you a creative genius all your life, after a while you start
to believe them... anyway, I'm said to have very good senses on artistic stuff, and I'm
also very demanding as far as quality goes... Whadya say? 

The RAjE! 
"Featuring a wonderfully manic webmaster!"

Edited by: theraje   at: 10/25/01 4:09:35 pm

wutalife27
Neophyte
Posts: 21
(10/25/01 7:35 pm)
Reply

Re: And so, it begins...

I agree with everyone on pretty much everything. The only problem I have is with
storyline selection. I think that if we have people enter story lines and select from
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Reply
there, We may take a very good story line that is perfect except for one part. But if
we combine parts of story lines then we could create a better story line. So how
about this. Everyone enters storylines and we select a winner, then we vote on
alterations to parts of that story line.

As far as my position. I would definitely fall under design. I don't have a lot of VB
knowledge but I have a good understanding of how it works. I have been working on
an RPG for about 3 years now. I scrapped it and restarted it about a year ago when I
discoved arrays (shows how advanced I am) and when I got a decent graphics artist.
I am also in highschool and don't have too much of a life so I could spend a lot of
time working on this. Besides, if this works out it would help me get into college better
than any club could.

neoblackrose  
Neophyte
Posts: 43
(10/25/01 7:57 pm)
Reply

Re: And so, it begins...

I aggree with almost everything... the one thing i have a problem with is the story
idea. If, as wutalife says, we do a thing where people submit stories as such, some
really good points might be over looked. I do like the idea of voting, but making it
open voting means that there can be alot of overlooked problems. With voting, first
off, people can vote fr their own works. Second, many good ideas and points will be
overlooked. I say voting would be a good idea on a commity. The commity would
judge each story, but with a small commity, it would also enable them to pull out
certain parts that are good ideas from each story. once all of it was picked out, we
could have a group of story writters work out the finer details. Open season voting
will kill the whole process:-P

Never the less, how do you want me to submit musicks? after all, waves are huge,
midi's are only for sound effects, and Mp3s can even be huge if you don't use low
kbps and/or make em really short. And I suppose i could be in charge of
Musicks/SFX (perhaps). I have all the equip to do it (Cakewalk Audio pro, Midi
keyboard, direct out keyboard, mic (a good one, not one of those crappy 10-15$
ones:-P) and a violin (for those touching scenes *sniff...sniff*)along with various RSD
(that would be Rapid Sound Development) programs also (RSD = Acid DJ, which
sucks, the better, but not by much MTV Music Gen, and a few other high level ones,
such as Cakewalk's very own C DJ Studio).

(PreS: And I thought MY last post was long!)

N€ð~ß£Å©K ®ð§€

asuka
Neophyte
Posts: 9
(10/25/01 8:11 pm)
Reply

Re: And so, it begins...

in reply to theraje
-We should see how talented our programmers are before we jump into that bit.-

for myself,isometric isn't a problem ,i already made a isometric engine!!  
I got 72FPS in 800x600 (tile size are 16 pixels width)
on a p3 1000 mhz
and it is not fully optimize for speed!
and if tiles are bigger than 16 pixels ,it will get faster
I can send you a test exe of my engine if you want
but of course isometric will be much slower than top-down

Whatever is chosen isometric,top-down,even 3d ,i have no problem with that!  

Asuka

Edited by: asuka at: 10/25/01 5:25:54 pm

theraje  
Conjurer
Posts: 249
(10/25/01 8:43 pm)
Reply

Re: And so, it begins...

No, you guys aren't getting the idea of the story committee. We take in everybody's
work, we look over EVERYTHING, and the committee will use their judgement in
deciding what parts are used, which parts are changed, and which parts we'll leave
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out. No one person should be allowed to write the entire story, but we have to have a
way to streamline everything so that we can weed out incontinuity and ambiguity in
the storyline, that's all. Everyone who contributes to the story will be considered, no
one will be ignored.

BTW, the project site has the blessing of our new EP, and I've posted the Member
Roster and a Bio section. The only Bio up so far is mine, and DarkSpectre's bio will
be up when he sends it to me. So you other members, be sure and write up your bio
so we can get to know each other a little better as well as start up some hype for this
project. Head over to www.franklinpc.com/vbgame

The RAjE! 
"Featuring a wonderfully manic webmaster!"

Edited by: theraje   at: 10/25/01 5:47:56 pm

DarkainDragoon
Apprentice
Posts: 72
(10/25/01 8:58 pm)
Reply 

Re: And so, it begins...

Yo Yo Hello!

to raje - good site man! i like seeing dedication to a project soo much, that someone
will already be working on something before even being asked.

to everyone else - here is something i havnt heard asked yet... what instant
messagers does everyone use and what screen names? me personally, i use AIM on
both of my machines. depending on what computer i am currently using i will either
be on as TheMysteryBeyond or KainGendoHotaru.

one final note - i can tell we not only have a lot of tellented and well knowledge
peoples interested in this, but we also got a TON of anime fans that have done great
research into it as well! keep it up, everyone!

DemonSpectre
Neophyte
Posts: 5
(10/25/01 9:43 pm)
Reply

Re: And so, it begins...

Couple of quick thoughts before I go back to my Calculus homework...  

My goal with the storyline committee (how do you spell that word?) is to let anyone
with a good idea add their two bits to the project. There is great strength in diversity,
and as such we are looking to include many different ideas. I too don't want just one
person doing it; I agree with the idea of letting everyone throw in something. So yeah,
there will be many contributors to the storyline - sorry if I made it sound like just one.

As far as voting goes, I think it's a good way to do it, but as you've brought up there
are some definite logistical problems. Does anyone here know ASP? If we could find
a good ASP (or java, I suppose) programmer, we could build a voting method that
tracks the IP addresses that have voted. Then, if we get multiple IP addresses we
can adjust the total accordingly. Look around the net, and see if there's someone who
is capable (and willing) to do something like that. Also, there are free voting things
you can get for your site, but they may not have the features we need. Or, we could
just create a forum for discussing ideas, rather than a formalized vote. So many
choices...

I'm going to immediately start work on a project schedule that will outline the order in
which things need to be done. This will help us to orient and figure out where to
begin, rather than this chaotic approach we've got going right now.

Also - we're serious about the resume thing. Until you have submitted a well-
prepared resume of some sort (example projects, references, past experience and the
like) that clearly shows your ability, you won't take part in this project! It makes me
sound like some kinda beast, but I've been in the producer's position before and
nothing destroys a project faster than a lack of organization and commitment. So this
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is a must - sorry for the hassle. Even I have submitted a resume, so I don't think
myself to be above any of you  

Which reminds me: we need to find a dedicated web server with lotsa space that we
can use. Ideally, I'd like to have everyone's resume on the site so that we can all get
to know eachother and see eachother's work. Also, when production starts we're
gonna hype it like none other, so we'll need room for trailers, screenshots, music
demos and everything else. So if anyone knows of someone with a server that we
can use (for free, of course  then drop theraje or I a line and we'll work on getting
the official site set up there.

Lastly, we can't start on real production until teams have been assembled, which can't
be done until we have an idea of who is doing what on the project. So the sooner we
hear from you, the better. Also - post a link to the site every chance you get. Every hit
the site gets is a possible team member, so we want TONS of exposure. Everyone is
gonna hear about this project!

theraje  
Conjurer
Posts: 250
(10/25/01 10:15 pm)
Reply

Re: And so, it begins...

Hey everybody, the site has been updated with Vince's (Darkain Dragoon) bio. I've
also set up an ezboard for The Gathering Project. Come to the site to see Vince's bio
and drop us a line in the forum by heading over to:

www.franklinpc.com/vbgame

Also, DS, it is spelled committee (double m, double t, double e). And I think the
committee is integral to our story being coherent, and not totally annoy the RPG
player who finds a good story of utmost importance.

As for voting, we should leave that strictly between the members. That way we can
identify the voter and no one can double-vote or flood the poll. If I can figure out how
to get polls in our new forum like in the Offramp here at the VBE boards, that'd be
perfect. As it stands, we can vote on our board and tell who voted how many times,
but we won't get the el-neato logistics and stuff.

I'm not sure IP tracking is a good idea. Makes us sound like big brother or something
 

I agree on the resume too. If you want to see my resume, well, I let my website be
the resume, a it has examples of programs I've made, artwork and animation I've
done, as well as a list of my academic achievements, as well as see all my humorous
writing. My "resume" is:

http://www.clintfranklin.com/

And to oblige DS's request that we post the site link over and over:

www.franklinpc.com/vbgame

L8R everybody!

The RAjE! 
"Featuring a wonderfully manic webmaster!"

neoblackrose  
Neophyte
Posts: 44
(10/25/01 10:36 pm)
Reply 

Re: And so, it begins...

As I asked before, DemonSpectre, how would you like me to submit a resume? I can
give you a peice of paper (or rather a long series of ones and zeros that simulates a
peice of paper on your screen) saying what i have done musically, but that is just
words. Music files get rather large very quickly. To make them smaller loses alot of
quality, and, as it is, I am not yet on my T3 line that bill gates is getting me next
month (for anyone who beleives this T3 comment, go shoot yourself:-P)

So say you what do I should?
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theraje  
Magician
Posts: 251
(10/25/01 11:01 pm)
Reply

Re: And so, it begins...

NBR, I think it'd be good if you could present some of your favorite excerpts from
your music collection, compress them to about 128 kbps, that way you could get each
sample at about 150K for a 15-second preview. Just an idea.

BTW, we have a new bio at the site. Come meet Asuka, our newest bio entry, at
www.franklinpc.com/vbgame in the Member Bios section.

Also be sure to drop us a line at our discussion boards!

DarkainDragoon
Apprentice
Posts: 73
(10/25/01 11:37 pm)
Reply 

Re: VB Game Programmers Unite

Our base of operations has moved! this is so that way we can get a focused forums
all to ourselves without destracting others... like soren and the other moderators that
has to read all of these post that we made. lol, it sure is a lot of stuff to read. so here
is a link to the new forums

pub32.ezboard.com/bthegatheringproject

something that i personally ask all of you to do is list some basic system specs on
that forum of what your system is. i am just curious of what all we got to work with in
terms of computers.

Edited by: DarkainDragoon at: 10/25/01 8:51:34 pm

theraje  
Magician
Posts: 252
(10/25/01 11:50 pm)
Reply

Re: VB Game Programmers Unite

Vince is right once again. I'm sure Burt and Soren are rubbing their foreheads  

We might want to carry on topics after this post over there, so everyone here who
wants to post questions doesn't spend all their time here instead of helping those who
need it.

We've got another team bio, this time it's Neo-Black Rose. Come check out the bio of
our sole SoundFX/Music artist as of yet.

Come to the site, check out the new bios, and head over to our new discussion
forums!

www.franklinpc.com/vbgame

The RAjE! 
"Featuring a wonderfully manic webmaster!"

DarkainDragoon
Apprentice
Posts: 74
(10/26/01 12:21 am)
Reply 

Re: VB Game Programmers Unite

one last comment...

i would just like to say... "WOW!!!!!"

i've never seen a project catch on as quickly as this EVER! ive been searching for
many years for somethin like this. thank you all! AND MAY THE SOURCE BE WITH
YOU!!
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JDYoder
Magician
Posts: 335
(11/5/01 4:39 pm)
Reply 

Re: VB Game Programmers Unite

I also have to say WOW! This thing spread like wildfire! After reading it, I was
wondering if I could put in my own humble $0.02  And while I realize you've started
your own forum and stuff elsewhere, thought it'd be best as an outsider to post here.

First off, don't put the horse too far ahead of the cart. (You'll notice I didn't say cart
ahead of the horse as I think you guys are on a much better track than most starting
out!)  Talking about trailers, sound, music, graphics, etc., is OK, but just borrow
other people's for now and don't get hung up on that. Your primary concern HAS to
be the engine. And be prepared that once coding begins, usually 1 (maybe 2) people
end up doing the guts of the entire game and will either carry (or end up being) the
entire team -- and that's where the game will make it or break it.

You probably already knew that, so this is the last thing I was most wondering: I
appreciate no open source code, but can you share the wealth a little? Initially, I
assume you'll just be making a simple VB DX7 engine where you simply walk a
character around, using tile collision and a simple map editor. Once you get that far,
would you seriously consider sharing just that with other VBer's? Either here or at
PSC?

I personally am not thinking of making a VB RPG, but at least give those who will
follow a springboard to jump off of. The second reason for doing so would be that it
would prove your point: Cuz if you can make a full-screen, flickerless, scrolling, top-
down, tile-based character walking around a multi-tiled map from a simple map
editor, you'll at least have proven an RPG CAN be done in VB. Whether you go all
the way or not, only time will tell, but seriously consider sharing at least that much,
when and if you just get there.

Do I think you can do it? Oh, yeah! Please don't think I'm a pessimist -- I'm very
excited for you guys and I hope you pull it off! 

Machaira
Thaumaturgist
Posts: 2477
(11/6/01 8:18 am)
Reply

Re: VB Game Programmers Unite

Getting a character walking around on a map is the easy part actually!  Getting
things like NPC interaction and AI, combat, quests, etc. all running and still having a
decent frame rate will be the hard part.

Breakaway Games

JDYoder
Magician
Posts: 336
(11/6/01 10:07 am)
Reply 

Re: VB Game Programmers Unite

Well then, I hope you guys will share that portion once you get there!  Of course,
you could do this...

Make an VB RPG Creator. Using it, you could make your own massive RPG with
your own graphics, sound, music, quests, AI, etc, that you're talking about. But then
share the creator engine exe (or maybe the code) with the world to make their own
VB RPG's.

You'll already be heading in that direction somewhat. However, it may be out of the
scope of what you're attempting, and adding another layer like that could jeopardize it
getting done at all, but just a thought. 

Machaira
Thaumaturgist
Posts: 2510
(11/7/01 2:40 pm)
Reply

Re: VB Game Programmers Unite

The RPG I'm working on will be expandable almost as well as an RPG Creator.
Something like a poor man's Neverwinter Nights.

Breakaway Games

theraje  
Sorcerer

Re: VB Game Programmers Unite
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Posts: 451
(11/27/01 7:59 pm)
Reply

Sorry, I had no idea that this post would still be receiving replies, so I haven't looked
at it in about a month!

Please feel free to use our forums for your questions, as they will receive our direct
attention. Post here, and you could be in for a wait  We have regular sections of
our forums that anyone is welcome to post at, as well as a faculty-only area, so
everyone has a way to give us input.

The topic of making an RPG creation kit has come up, and hasn't been ruled out. I'd
like to just release the game first, just to experience the reaction to it, then later on
down the line, as many programs do, will become free. That could include source
code, etc.

Well, you can always check out the site for info. It's at www.franklinpc.com/vbgame so
stop by and post your questions on our Forums to get the attention of the rest of the
team.

ClintFranklin.com - Shop the ClintFranklin.com Store! 
The Gathering Project

XenoCodex Admin  
Apprentice
Posts: 58
(11/28/01 3:46 pm)
Reply 

Re: VB Game Programmers Unite

You can count me in. I've had some experience with 3D animators such as 3D Studio
Max and Lightwave (the skull to the left was created in 3DS Max). I draw mostly
using pencil (charcoal and No. 2), I could do some artwork. I also have my own
website... http://pub13.ezboard.com/www.xenocodex.com

(I do website development and would be happy to host the site for you guys. I use a
lot of scripting and am very fluent in Flash 5, including FS Script).

I don't have much experience by way of game programming but I'll contribute what I
can... I do have some experience with other aspects of VB programming and am
learning DirectX as we speak.

You can check out my site for some artwork samples... the flag (my logo) was also
created using 3DS Max. I'll be removing the full screen feature soon for those of you
who don't like it... be patient.

Later,
Xeno

admin@xenocodex.com     click to e-mail me: 

Welcome to the funhouse where strange mirrors reflect the faces of insanity.

DemonSpectre  
Neophyte
Posts: 7
(11/28/01 9:47 pm)
Reply

Re: VB Game Programmers Unite

Good thing I checked back here - I didn't know there'd be posts either!  

Raje is right - you probably want to use the site posts, since this one never gets
checked. But thanks, one and all, for the support - it helps keep us motivated  

And one comment on open source - maybe eventually. Initially, it only serves to hurt
you. Depending on how the finished project is received, we will decide then whether
or not to release the code. But it is a possibility...eventually.

********************** 
"I feel the cold wind blowing beneath my wings; it always leads me back to suffering.
But I will soar until the winds whip me down, leave me beaten on unholy ground
again..."
-Vertical Horizon
**********************

Vegeta101
Apprentice
Posts: 101

hell yeah
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Posts: 101
(12/21/01 9:37 am)
Reply

I would like to join too, I already left the same message on your site, but I thought I'd
post it here as well so you won't miss it :P

I would wanted to volunteer earlier, but I almost never visit the project corner on
vbexplorer, so...
Ok, what do I have to offer:

I can do graphics, 3d as well as 2d
I'll probably use a 3d program to make models and
then render it so I end up with 2d graphics.
(mostly use 3D Studio Max and Photoshop )

And I can program VC++ and VB ( which is required here offcource ). I already made
a couple of half-finished games ( 3d shooters, rpg's, platform ) using directx.
Assuming this game is going to be done in DirectX I can
be of great help in the coding part ( Engine, Mapeditor, AI, NPC's, you name it. )

The reason I didn't finish my previous games was because I realized that with one or
two programmers involved the project could never be done ( although most of them
were about 50% done ).

If you need some ( small ) and yet unfinished samples on some of my previous
projects, to see whether I'm worthy to join  , you can mail me at:
wie_ik@hotmail.com

DoDSpecalist
Registered User
Posts: 1
(1/29/02 6:47 pm)
Reply

Re: VB Game Programmers Unite

Hello i am thinking of making a Visual Basics First Person Shooter or an RPG First
Person and i hear DemonSpectre talkwing about it and i was wondering if he would
like to make a team small team with me? If you can DemonSpectre e-mail me @
goten362@hotmail.com please consider it.I can even make a website until i learn VB
really i am looking for a team actually while i learn and i haven't found anyone  i
mean a few people who might but i mean i haven't talked to them for so long on this
program we both go on because the program is hiking the price to 10 a month and
we both forgot all about it and when i remembeded it right nwo I forgot his name 
we'd have to keep in touch.Please consider it Demon or at least e-mail me back
saying No or something please.

DoDSpecalist
Neophyte
Posts: 2
(1/29/02 6:51 pm)
Reply

Re: VB Game Programmers Unite

Hello i am thinking of making a Visual Basics First Person Shooter or an RPG First
Person and i hear DemonSpectre talkwing about it and i was wondering if he would
like to make a team small team with me? If you can DemonSpectre e-mail me @
goten362@hotmail.com please consider it.I can even make a website until i learn VB
really i am looking for a team actually while i learn and i haven't found anyone  i
mean a few people who might but i mean i haven't talked to them for so long on this
program we both go on because the program is hiking the price to 10 a month and
we both forgot all about it and when i remembeded it right nwo I forgot his name 
we'd have to keep in touch.Please consider it Demon or at least e-mail me back
saying No or something please.

theraje  
Thaumaturgist
Posts: 1496
(1/30/02 10:54 am)
Reply 

Re: VB Game Programmers Unite

If you would like to submit a resume, please visit the TGP forums (there is a link
below, in my signature) and head to the Recruiting Office forum for information on
joining the project. You will find details there about what jobs we are looking for as
well as who you should contact (me) to submit a resume. Thank you for expressing
your interest in The Gathering Project.

My Links Cool Sites Other ezboards
ClintFranklin.com Visual Basic Explorer ClintFranklin.com Forums
ClintFranklin.com Forums The Gathering Project VB Explorer Forums
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ClintFranklin.com Store Lucky's VB Gaming TGP Forums
Clint  V Franklin's Silhouette DirectX 4 VB Becky's Place
The RAjE! Voodoo VB Linux Annex
Search for Nicole Game Developer Network Computer-Help Forum

anthonymoscato
Neophyte
Posts: 18
(3/9/02 8:11 am)
Reply

RPG

I haven't read this entire thread, but I would like to put in 2 cents from experience.

I have been part of a programming group for more than 3 years now. We have
members all over the world. People come and go, there is high turnover, the progress
is very slow, and really only a couple of people have the patience for this. A project
of this magnitude "will" take years. Not "might" take years, it definitely will. In 3 years
we have developed (from scratch) a graphics engine using C++ D3D-IM, an audio
engine, a huge storyline, and dozens of 3D models, but we are several months away
from even a simple beta demo. ** Unsolicited Plug: Infinitum3D needs C++
programmers  **

My advice? Buy a premade engine like Tribes2, and adapt it to fit your needs. Is it
really worth the time to re-invent the wheel? Do we really need a VB RPG?

If people are doing this just to prove a point, then I wholeheartedly support you, and I
would love to be a part of this team!!! As long as everyone understands that this
project could take 10 years. I firmly believe that VB can handle a MMORPG.

I'll go back and read this entire thread now. Thanks for listening.

tony@infinitum3d.com

www.infinitum3d.com
infinitum3d@hotmail.com

theraje  
Thaumaturgist
Posts: 1603
(3/10/02 4:44 pm)
Reply 

Re: RPG

The team we have going is pretty dedicated. A couple members have left, but the
majority of our core team is still around, and we've already managed to add a few
names to the roster, and they look like they'll be a great asset to the project.

We aren't out to make a game mod using a pre-built engine. We are out to make an
entire game ourselves, in VB, just to see what we can do with it. We are looking to
make something 100% original, rather than simply using someone else's work.

We just want to show that VB isn't just for card and puzzle games anymore. We're
working to make a fully-animated 2D RPG in VB and DirectX, most likely with 3D
special effects. We're going to try to make things not too ambitious, but still satisfy the
player in the end. We're not creating an expansive 3D world with hundreds of models
and MMO, we're working on something that we have a good chance of completing
someday.  

The project probably would take 10 years given that it were totally 3D with MMO
capabilities, etc., but we're working on something that we *think* we can handle. The
thing that's taking the longest is actually designing the game (story, battle system,
etc.), but we already have a core engine and a basic map editor, with other utilities
under works. Heck, maybe we'll take 10 years deciding how exactly to do everything,
but we're working on something that can be done.

Once we get design done, we'll still have a load of work on our hands, but it'll get
done... sooner or later. 
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Goten362
Registered User
Posts: 1
(3/11/02 6:05 am)
Reply

Can VB Do these things?

Can VB make a good multiplayer game?
Can VB make a good 3d game?
Can VB make a good First Person Game?

Machaira
Thaumaturgist
Posts: 4337
(3/11/02 7:30 am)
Reply

Re: Can VB Do these things?

Good is a relative term. What is good to one person might suck to another. VB is
capable of doing all three, however.

Breakaway Games

theraje  
Thaumaturgist
Posts: 1613
(3/11/02 7:45 pm)
Reply

Re: Can VB Do these things?

I've tried telling this kid the same thing a thousand times, but I don't think he wants to
listen to me.

Machaira
Thaumaturgist
Posts: 4383
(3/12/02 7:55 am)
Reply

Re: Can VB Do these things?

Figures!

Breakaway Games

anthonymoscato
Neophyte
Posts: 22
(3/12/02 12:51 pm)
Reply

I would like to join!

From all that I've read, this project can definitely succeed. the goals are reasonable,
and the members sound very dedicated.

How can I become part of the team. I have some VB5.0 experience (calculators,
pong, databases, the occassional ActiveX control), but I would still consider myself a
beginner.

Is there a small part of the game I could work on? I also have 3D StudioMax and
Bryce4 experience.

Thanks!

anthonymoscato
Neophyte
Posts: 23
(3/12/02 12:52 pm)
Reply

BTW:

My e-mail is: 

Infinitum3D@hotmail.com

or

Tony@Infinitum3D.com

Plystire6754
Neophyte
Posts: 18
(3/22/02 11:55 pm)
Reply

Re: Getting back to the point...

ok i don't want to hear anyone talking about low connection...i have a high of 13K.
and that was last month...i am on right now at 7K. THAT is crappy connection.

Machaira
Thaumaturgist
Posts: 4754
(3/23/02 8:53 pm)
Reply

Re: Getting back to the point...

Umm, wrong thread maybe? Don't recall this thread being about connection speeds.
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Reply
Breakaway Games

theraje  
Thaumaturgist
Posts: 2172
(4/18/02 7:04 am)
Reply

Update

Here's a little update for you on The Gathering Project.

When we first started out, we were a pretty odd setup. We'd basically just wandered
in together and started throwing out ideas. It started out pretty disorganized, and
things went slowly for a while.

A couple months into the project, we had a still period where not a lot happened. It
looked as though the project was over. Some people never came back, but most of
us were still around. Fortunately, I was able to make one of my inspirational
speeches, and the project was sparked back into activity.

Things went slowly for the next couple of weeks, but we began picking up our
momentum again. We became a strong team again, and have since inducted five
new members to the team, everything from artists to DirectX programmers, from
former project leaders to combat tactics experts.

We have been making tremendous progress since. On March 20, we celebrated
having our 1000th post in our forums. It is now less than a month later, and we are
already approaching the 2000-post mark, and we've had over 20,000 page views.

We've come a long way in just the past few weeks. We've gotten a good portion of
the design phase complete, and are working on some of the more complex facetes of
the project. We see the project as a huge success right now, and we've proven that
we have the staying power to pull through. Only the greatest of teams can endure
what we have and still come together.

I'm incredibly proud of the group we have going. They're a talented bunch, and while
we have our tense moments, we're still a family who works together to achieve our
goal. I must say that I'm impressed by them.

Expect to hear from us again soon. We're still not saying when we'll have a beta
demo out, but we'll certainly keep you posted.

Thank you to all those who have supported The Gathering Project.

Machaira
Thaumaturgist
Posts: 5321
(4/18/02 8:09 am)
Reply

Re: Update

So when do I get to see the demo?! 

Breakaway Games

Kroc2k
Registered User
Posts: 1
(4/18/02 8:26 am)
Reply | Edit

Re: Update

*sniff *sniff - just came here from The Gathering Project, I'm a new member and it's
so special how this has all come together into the most solid programming project on
the net full-stop. (Just look at the date difference between this and the last post).

We've lost a few members, and we've gained a few - some have found it harder than
they expected but the weeds have been weeded out and 'The Gathering Project'
grows ever stronger toward it's goal.

Long Live TGP!

When we are good, they never remember...
... but when we are bad, they never forget

http://commodoreweb.topcities.com/
http://www.nononsense2.cjb.net/

theraje  
Thaumaturgist
Posts: 2173

Re: Update
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Posts: 2173
(4/18/02 9:59 pm)
Reply

Jim, when we release the demo, you will be the first person I contact. 

Machaira
Thaumaturgist
Posts: 5337
(4/18/02 10:45 pm)
Reply

Re: Update

Aww, I think I'm gonna cry I feel so special! 

Breakaway Games

theraje  
Thaumaturgist
Posts: 2182
(4/19/02 7:46 am)
Reply

Re: Update

Notice regarding The Gathering Project Web site:

The new, permanent URL for the site is

http://thegatheringproject.cjb.net

Please update your bookmarks and links to point to this new address. The old
address, http://www.franklinpc.com/vbgame, will be invalid, probably starting later
today, due to the closing-down of FranklinPC.

Thank you.

Edited by: theraje   at: 4/19/02 7:47:46 am

geekykid45669
Explorer
Posts: 1
(8/18/02 2:15 pm)
Reply

im in

im in if you will let me 
email me at bmannon@juno.com
only will i help with code not graphics

cschnepf
Explorer
Posts: 22
(9/17/02 8:51 am)
Reply

Re: Need more help?

I have been programming in VB for 4 years, mostly DB stuff, never ActiveX though.

send me an email at christianschnepf@hotmail.com if you like.

DemonSpectre  
Explorer
Posts: 10
(3/6/03 12:58 pm)
Reply

 A brief update to the project

A brief update to the project, for anyone who still checks this post from time to time :)

The project has been moved to:

www.TheLostAlliance.com

All information regarding the move can be found there, and we continue to invite
everyone to check out what we're working on!

intrest86  
Sorcerer
Posts: 615
(3/6/03 9:52 pm)
Reply

 Re: A brief update to the project

Yeah, thats right, check the new web site! Nice and fancy ^_^

 Hrqls
Necrothaumasomething
Posts: 5099
(3/7/03 7:21 am)
Reply 
ezSupporter

 Re: A brief update to the project

as long as you add new posts to this thread it will be moved to the top of the list :)

(but dont just add replies to move it up ... bumping is not that much fun for other
users ;))

The specialty of the house ? thats me (cheap as always) 

If you can make a contribution of $2 or more to our Community Chest, 
please do. - View our generous contributors.
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